
 

ANTOJITOS AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOOD OFFICIALLY OPENS TONIGHT AT 

UNIVERSAL CITYWALK 

Antojitos is the Next Venue to Debut as Part of Universal Orlando’s Historic Expansion to 

its CityWalk Entertainment Complex 

ORLANDO, Fla. (Feb. 5, 2014) – Universal CityWalk’s newest restaurant, Antojitos Authentic 
Mexican Food, officially opens tonight – becoming the second eatery to debut as part of this year’s 
historic expansion to Universal’s entertainment complex.  Featuring colorful décor, fresh, authentic 
cuisine, more than 200 different tequilas, and authentic Mexican folk art, Antojitos takes diners on a 
journey through the cantinas, street carts and markets of Mexico City for craveable Mexican fare 
that is unlike any other.  
 
Antojitos Authentic Mexican Food is located in the heart of Universal CityWalk, right next to the 
groove nightclub.  Visitors to the vibrant, two-story restaurant can enjoy two unique dining 
experiences, both featuring a delicious menu that combines authentic, traditional Mexican fare with 
all-new flavors – all made from scratch using the freshest ingredients. 
 
Guests can choose to dine downstairs and enjoy a more casual dining experience that includes items 
like carnitas al pastor tacos (made with beer and chile braised pork, grilled pineapple and guajillo salsa) and oaxaca 
enchiladas (chicken tinga and house made mole sauce, queso fresco and lime crema).  Upstairs, guests can enjoy a 
more refined dining experience that includes menu options like carne asada brava (coffee crusted ribeye 
with fire roasted vegetables) and menonita shrimp (bacon wrapped shrimp stuffed with menonita cheese, manchego corn 
pudding and a poblano chorizo sauce).  Diners can also watch as their fresh guacamole is prepared 
tableside, enjoy nightly entertainment in the restaurant, and sample a variety of specialty beverages – 
including authentic Mexican soda, beers, regional wines and an extensive selection of tequila and 
mezcal. 
 
Antojitos Authentic Mexican Food is now open nightly from 5 p.m. to midnight.  Antojitos is the 
next venue to debut as part of Universal CityWalk’s historic expansion, which will include the 
addition of eight new venues to the complex’s already popular collection of national brands.  Other 
venues to join Antojitos this year include Hot Dog Hall of Fame, VIVO Italian Kitchen, Cold Stone 
Creamery, Menchie’s, and The CowFish.  For more information about Universal CityWalk, visit: 
https://www.universalorlando.com. 
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